
Reach Out Resources for Slammers #3

Tips for Designing Accessible Presentations

Make it easy for your audience to hear, see, and focus on your story, without having to strain to take in

and decode too many streams of information at any particular time.  Here are a few tips.

Graphics, Slides, Visuals

● It’s difficult for audience members to listen to you and read at the same time.  They won’t be

able to relax into your story.  Use slides only when they help to illustrate your story, raise a

question, provide dramatic effect, or communicate an idea better than words can alone.

● Let the audience know when they should focus on you and when they should focus on a slide.

● Show on a slide only what you are talking about at that very moment.

● Make images, graphics and labels as large as possible; full-screen is best.  Use multiple slides

rather than cramming many images on one slide.  There is no limit on the number of slides.

● Do limit words on slides, since you will be providing the narrative.  If you do have words or

labels, use a large, san-serif font (24-point or greater).

● Choreograph your talk. Let your narrative lead into the slide illustration, rather than waiting for

the slide to cue your narrative.  Get the audience ready to see what you are going to reveal to

them. Otherwise, the audience will begin interpreting the visual and get ahead of your narrative.

● Consider the role of color value contrast. Increase contrast by using light-toned colors on

saturated backgrounds and saturated colors on light-toned backgrounds.

● Convey important points using more than just color difference; for example, also contrast bold

with dashed lines on a graph).

Speaking

● Speak slowly and clearly, enunciating words carefully. If you have a strong accent, check with

friends or colleagues whether you can improve your pronunciation of any key words.

● Avoid technical jargon and acronyms, unless offering a clear explanation.

● Add pauses to let big ideas sink in. Pauses can add drama as well.

● Convey meaning and emotion by modulating your voice. Add gestures to increase impact.

● Describe the visuals you are showing.

● Use a good-quality microphone when possible. Screen out background or electronic noise.

Props

● For a live audience, the bigger the better.  For remote presentations, size props in relation to

their distance from the camera; large if you need to step back from the camera and use dynamic

movement; small for holding close in a head and shoulder shot.  Hold them to the camera long

enough for people to see clearly.  Light them well.

● Make sure your props are safe and robust.

Further Resources:

● How to make Your Presentations Accessible to All (Web Accessibility Initiative)

● Understanding PowerPoint Accessibility (University of Colorado Boulder)
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https://www.w3.org/WAI/teach-advocate/accessible-presentations/#basics-for-organizers--speakers
https://www.colorado.edu/accessible-technology/resources/understanding-powerpoint-accessibility

